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Abstract

One of the most important phenomena at the moment is the identifica-

tion of weather phenomena, which are crucial for numerous facets of daily 

life and are especially important for weather forecasts, transportation, track-

ing road conditions, farming, and forest management to protect of environ-

ment.

Contrarily, few studies have attempted to classify images of actual weather 

events because it is challenging to do so using pictures, which are primarily 

reliant on human visual observations. This lessens the possibility of changing 

weather patterns. As far as we can determine, it takes time and is difficult to 

accurately distinguish between various weather events using traditional arti-

ficial vision. Even though some research has increased precision, also efficacy 

to recognizing phenomena employing artificial intelligence and even though 

AI approaches are better suited for categorization, they have discovered less 

different weather phenomena. This study suggests five artificial intelligence 

classification methods for meteorological events.

In the meantime, we created a brand- The Weather Phenomenon Da-

tabase (WEAPD), a brand-new dataset with 6,691 photos and 11 different 

types of weather phenomena, was just released. The categorization accuracy 

for AI methods in the WEAPD test group is about 84%. and the experimen-

tal results show how effective and better the models are for the specified AI 
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tactics. Next studies on the classification of weather photographs and weath-

er forecasting may use the creation of automatic, high-quality categorization 

of weather photos as a benchmark. The proportion is not higher than these 

values since the images are difficult to categorizes because they combine a 

variety of events.
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1. Introduction

The analysis of meteorological occurrences is crucial for many applica-

tions, such as environmental monitoring, predicting the weather, and eval-

uating the state of the environment. A range of weather events also have an 

impact on agriculture in different ways. Therefore, accurate classification of 

climatic events can improve agricultural planning. In addition, weather oc-

currences affect our daily lives through affecting items like solar technology 

[1], clothes, and transportation. Due to things like snow, sandstorms, haze, 

etc., they have a substantial impact on car assistant driving systems as well. 

Meanwhile, weather conditions can affect the operation of different visual 

systems, including outside video monitoring.

The weather during the next few days will be influenced by weather from 

the day before, such as the haze, snow, sandstorm, and so forth. Sandstorms, 

downpours, rime, hazardous local or regional weather conditions include 

snow, thick fog, and others. Also, the factor in a considerable number of 

expressway accidents. In light of the foregoing, it is clear that categorization 

Understanding weather events is vital and can assist meteorologists compre-
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hend climatic conditions and enhance weather forecasting [2].

The bulk of the time, traditional techniques of recognizing meteorologi-

cal phenomena rely on human observation. The artificial visual differentia-

tion used in the past to distinguish between different climatic occurrences, 

however, is slow and prone to inaccuracy. Therefore, developing highly accu-

rate, efficient, and automated techniques for identifying meteorological phe-

nomena is essential. In recent years, a collaborative learning approach has 

been used to classify weather into two categories (cloudy and sunny). Fur-

thermore, a simple linear classifier successfully distinguished between scenes 

with and without fog. Now that machine learning is developing swiftly, aca-

demics can use it in a variety of academic fields. Meteorological phenomena 

were recognized as weather conditions utilizing K-Nearest Neighbor and 

feature extraction[3].

Nevertheless, weather phenomenon recognition based on standard ma-

chine learning cannot accurately learn the features of weather phenomena. 

Artificial intelligence (AI) and deep learning are both algorithms. Due to 

the use of deep structure, local receptive fields, spatial sub-sampling, shared 

weights, and other techniques, it can produce effective feature representa-

tions for images, also other methods [4].

Since the AlexNet model took first place when participating in the Im-

ageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC), a number of 

problems, such as object detection, face recognition, and regression predic-

tion, have been tackled using AI. A growing number of studies have recently 

applied AI methods to solve meteorological issues. [5] used deep learning to 

extract the snow cover from remote sensing data. Using AI methods, [ 6] cre-

ated two cloud recognition architectures that improved cloud recognition’s 
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precision. Additionally, [7] merged Using a simple deep learning architec-

ture, one framework can separate images into day and night. also did better 

than rivals in research from accessible databases.

In summary, it is evident to AI methods has numerous benefits for iden-

tifying meteorological imagery. In order to identify different weather events, 

including two-departments climate (sunny and cloudy) and three-class 

weather phenomena, some studies examined the potential of AI Techniques 

(AI) (rainy, foggy, and snowy). Additionally, using deep learning, [8] devel-

oped six fictitious meteorological occurrences (such as Rain, dust, and dew, 

freezing, haze, and snow) and effectively detected all. Additionally, a convo-

lutional neural network with three channels was successfully used to classi-

fy six meteorological phenomena (3C-CNN). In addition, [9] managed the 

multi-label task of classifying weather-related events. These studies, however, 

only think of a little portion different weather type, but kinds of climate oc-

currences we experience daily are significantly more diverse and numerous. 

As a result, there are now more categories of meteorological phenomena that 

need to be considered while studying and identifying them [10].

According to several countries, the method for manually determining 

cloud coverage in meteorological stations goes like this. First, field observ-

ers send satellite-free photos of clouds to the ground-based stations, it may 

include balloons or observation towers but not satellites. The gathered pho-

tos are then divided equivalent to eight into halves, which are then sent 

to human analysts for independent review. Each piece has three possible 

results: cloudy, clear, or no result if there are no sky pieces present and the 

piece includes irrelevant information for weather forecasting [11]. The item 

is regarded to have significant noise and is disqualified from the procedure if 

it has no sky sections and contains irrelevant information for weather fore-
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casting. After determining how foggy each element is, depending on whether 

the cloudy portions make up 50% or more of the entire image when the 

non-noise bits are combined to form the original image [12], it can be said if 

the image is cloudy or clear. The flow described is using a solid architecture 

for deep learning, a big dataset will be trained, its volume would be contin-

ually increased, and the data would be processed instead of gathering week-

ly or daily image data and using human experts to analyses it. This would 

provide a contemporary viewpoint and increase predicting accuracy at an 

exponential rate. Technologies utilizing artificial intelligence with large data 

(AI) make it possible to convert a difficult human task into an automated 

computation. Systems based on deep learning are capable of labelling new 

data using the knowledge they have learned from training on similar massive 

amounts of data. Several layers are used in the machine learning subfield 

known as deep learning that learn by developing hypotheses and analyzing 

data [13]. Despite having various definitions, Artificial intelligence, machine 

learning, and deep learning (AI) are all subsets of one another. As an illus-

tration, while AI is a methodology, deep learning is a subset of machine 

learning, which is a subset of it with its own distinct set of unique techniques 

and architecture [14].

2. Related Work 

The application of AI technology has increased recently while they are 

still evolving. In accordance with this, several nations are testing or have 

already implemented a number of AI technology initiatives in the meteo-

rological sector, a history of combining deep learning with certain AI tech-

niques for weather forecasting. [15] They employed AI algorithms to forecast 

fundamental meteorological factors globally. In the course of their inquiry, 

the temperature is measured. Observation, analysis, and prediction are the 
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three phases of weather forecasting. During these phases, a number of fac-

tors including atmospheric pressure, air temperature, humidity, wind speed, 

and cloud cover are taken into consideration [16].

One of these crucial elements is cloud coverage, also known as cloudi-

ness, cloud quantity, or cloudiness in the sky. Cloud coverage is the number 

of clouds present in the sky.

Traditionally speaking, utilizing cloud coverage typically entails dispatch-

ing staff to the field to take ground-level photos during the observation stage, 

having knowledgeable staff analyses for images while in stations for the anal-

ysis phase [17], and then computing the desired outcome in a weather pre-

diction using all additional information mentioned before, encompassing 

clouds, during the prediction phase. It is acknowledged on a global scale 

that a traditional meteorological institution may make forecasts with varied 

levels of approximation accuracy for particular time frames: 90% for a peri-

od of five days, 80% for a period of 50% after seven days for a period of 10 

days [18]. Analysis for prediction tools and methodologies are still far from 

error-free, especially over longer time periods, despite the use of sophisticat-

ed technologies and procedures. Additionally, when humans are affected by 

human-based systems, they make more mistakes than usual in unexpected 

situations, such as the COVID-19 pandemic [19]. Due to field personnel, 

experts at stations, and meteorology regularly reporting weather forecasting 

at work worsened during the epidemic. Errors in meteorology increased as 

a result.
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3. Methodology 

3.1 Dataset Description:

Classify the weather based on an image using this dataset, which consists 

of 6691 images of various weather conditions that have been tagged with 

specific meteorological conditions. The photographs are separated to dew, 

fog/smog, frost, glazing, hail, lightning, rain, rainbow, rime, sandstorm, and 

snow are among the eleven categories. To the best of our knowledge, before 

any classification models in supervised learning can be proposed, a sizeable, 

labelled dataset must be used [20]. The size and caliber of the dataset have an 

important effect for classification effectiveness of the model, and by creating 

a sizable training and test database, It is possible to considerably increase 

categorization accuracy. Therefore, it is essential to take enough images of 

weather occurrences and mark them appropriately. 

In this paper, JPG images of weather events were first acquired through 

the internet and academic exchanges, and then the images were manually 

categorized according to meteorological standards. Finally, based on visual 

shape and color attributes, a database of weather phenomena (WEAPD) was 

developed and divided into 11 classes [21].

This database includes different and exemplary images of meteorological 

events. The primary elements of the WEAPD include hail (591), rainbow 

(232), Frost (475), dew (698), sandstorm (692), snow (621), rain (526), light-

ning (377), fog/smog (851), rime (1160), and glazing (639). the validation 

set, testing set, and training set that we divided WEAPD into do not have 

any image overlap.

In this study, we used a set of 6691 pictures grouped into 11 categories 
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of weather occurrences to construct a network called AI Techniques, a deep 

learning algorithm, for classifying weather phenomena [22]. The AI methods 

were subsequently taught to validate them. The trained AI Techniques model 

was then assessed using the testing set.

Figure (1) Plot a line representing meteorological phenomena

This essay’s remaining sections are set up as follows. We present the in-

formation. Information on the experimental use of the suggested classifica-

tion model presents the experiment’s results before assessing the AI Tech-

niques model using a range of evaluation metrics. This paper discusses the 

opportunities for additional research. This study divided equal amounts of 

ground-based cloud photographs into equal grid squares, and each square 

was labelled as either clear or cloudy [23].

In contrast, objects with a high level of undesirable unclassifiable noise 
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are considered, eliminated from information set data. Following this step, 

the collection is fed into pretrained model-based architectures in four differ-

ent forms, including method VGG-19 and Squeeze Net (local), in order to 

undergo training and testing of deep learning system of classification [24]. 

To create a robust model for image identification that reaches AlexNet-Level 

accuracy on ImageNet with 50x less parameters, we worked on two image 

processing algorithms in this study: 

1 – Squeeze - Net (local) 2 – VGG -19.

Figure (2) Steps for Deep learning 
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3.2. Model Architecture

An optimized approach to classifying photographs of weather phenome-

na is AI techniques. AI techniques develop as VGG19 is improved. In com-

parison to other popular models, VGG19 of straightforward framework and 

has rapid training, takes up little memory, as well as prevent overfitting re-

garding tiny information sets [25]. As a result, the decision to use VGG19 as 

the foundation for our suggested AI Techniques model. AI techniques have a 

quality classification impact and may correctly understand for characteristics 

to each weather condition phenomena.

Figure (3) Represent Model Architecture for study
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In contrast to VGG19, our AI Techniques employ the squeeze and exci-

tation module. A collection of fixed-size photos representing meteorological 

phenomena provides the input for AI techniques [26]. The AI Techniques 

layers serve as a feature extractor, turning input photos into representations 

of abstract weather phenomena features. A variety of feature maps are pro-

duced by each layer of AI techniques utilizing a trainable. A collection of 

fixed-size photos representing meteorological phenomena provides the in-

put for AI techniques. The AI Techniques layers serve as a feature extractor, 

turning input photos into representations of abstract weather phenomena 

features. Using a trainable, each layer of AI techniques generates a variety of 

feature maps [27].

4. Analysis of Results

where stands for the expected label for the sample, and is the correspond-

ing true label. Furthermore, the trained AI Techniques model was assessed 

using quantitative evaluation indicators. In this research, we specifically im-

plemented the Precision (P), Recall (R), and -measure (F1). Precision is the 

model’s capacity to avoid making a positive prediction when the Analyte is 

unfavorable [28]. And Recall is a measurement to locate everything of the 

samples that are positive. An average of Precision and Recall, that is weight-

ed, is denoted by symbol measure. Using False positives, genuine positives, 

true negatives, and false positives, the concepts of P, R, and F1 are defined. 

where the values of the assessment metrics are uniformly between 0 and 1. 

The model’s classification performance improves when macro-average val-

ues, F1-measure, accuracy, precision, recall increase [29].

Squeeze Net, VGG-19, and F1-measure were used to evaluate accura-

cy, against the popular models, a macro-average of Precision, Recall, and 
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F1-measure. Within a 5% improvement, there was a considerable improve-

ment in the classification results utilizing the (VGG-19) approach as opposed 

to the (Squeeze-Net) method. The parameter maps that the feature extractor 

creates hierarchical layers inside AI Techniques, can disclose the many se-

mantic meanings. The experiments demonstrated that while the deeper lev-

els are more likely to exhibit high-level and sophisticated semantic properties 

[30], the thinner layers have a higher likelihood of collecting details about 

the texture. This is confirmed, and the feature maps of AI techniques are 

understood. In conclusion, with the development of AI techniques, it will be 

possible to identify more subtle semantic properties of weather photos, such 

as some non-linear image attributes. The outcome is consistent with earlier 

studies.

Figure (4) Linear Projection

The five models significantly improved when the model (VGG-19) was 
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used, thus the training time was raised to further enhance the models, and 

the test duration was also increased [31]. The best models for classification 

were (Squeeze-Net) and (Logistic Regression), which produced results with 

classification accuracy of 0.980 in the VGG-19 model and (Precision of 

0.980) in the Logistic Regression model. Additionally, the result (0.836) in 

the (VGG-19) model, whereas the results (Precision= 0.822) in the (Squeeze-

Net) model, followed by the model (Support Vector Machine) in the predic-

tion values showing for every table (1, also 2).

Table (1) Evaluation of Classification Performance of AI Techniques by Preci-

sion, for Squeeze- Net.

Table (2) The classification performance of AI Techniques Precision and Recall 

Modeling For VGG-19.

Important to keep in mind is that their uneven amount of picture exam-
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ples. Even if there are few images in some categories, the suggested model 

can nevertheless correctly categories them with a Recall of 1 and 0.98, re-

spectively (Table 1). Fog/smog (1160) and rime (1160) are the categories with 

the most and second-most images, respectively (851). Nevertheless, a little or 

high number of photos (such as a rainbow or a snowflake) had no discernible 

impact on the categorization outcomes, showing that the data set’s quantity 

distribution is appropriate [32].

The confusion matrix was utilized as additional evidence of Performance 

in terms of classification for AI Techniques design of meteorological occur-

rence (Figure 3 to 7). The AI Techniques model’s categorization accuracy 

for weather phenomena is greater than 89%. The AI Techniques model still 

makes some classification mistakes, though. This might be the case, for in-

stance, because glaze’s sceneries and shapes are fairly similar to those of it 

has rime or frost on it.

It is difficult for AI systems to tell each person apart. Also, the proposed 

model has a 3.9% risk of mistaking rime for snow, which may be caused by 

how similar the colors in the two types of images are. The suggested model, 

in general, simply detects incorrect meteorological information.

It can be brought on by how similar and intricate the visuals are. Utilizing 

the confusion matrix on test was designed to assess its effectiveness in the 

AI Techniques model. As is well known, a probability mask representing the 

projected probability of several types of weather occurrences is the result 

of AI techniques. The potential must be converted into a particular kind of 

meteorological for phenomenon. We employ the Receiver Operating Curve 

(ROC) method in this study to examine the model’s capacity for classification 

using AI techniques. Figure (6) shows ROC graph for AI Techniques simu-
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late different probability thresholds in the range [0,1] for the testing set. False 

Positive Rate (FPR) and True Positive Rate (TPR) are also variable when the 

probability threshold shifts from 0 to 1. Each class of meteorological occur-

rence has an area behind the ROC curve (AUC) value that is greater than 

0.96; in particular, the AUC values for hail, rainbows, lightning, sandstorms, 

and dew are close to 1.00. It once more demonstrates how the AI techniques 

model can reorganize hail, rainbows, lightning, sandstorms, and dew with 

almost perfect accuracy. Additionally, the ROCs on a large-scale AUC value 

is 0.99, highlighting for model’s excellent classification performance.
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5 - Conclusion
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Utilizing weather information criterion, in this study, we propose a fresh, 

representative library of images of meteorological phenomena. This data-

base, which includes 6,691 photos of 11 different weather events, can be used 

as a study foundation for upcoming studies on weather public relations. In 

the meantime, we created a classification model for meteorological phenom-

ena called AI Techniques. The AI techniques model is good at picking up 

on the characteristics of weather events. Numerous tests have demonstrated 

the effectiveness of the proposed AI techniques model for classifying weath-

er occurrences and its ability to prevent errors brought on by subjectivity. 

making it better than conventional techniques. However, the AI techniques 

model misinterprets several types of meteorological occurrences, maybe as 

a result of how similar and intricate the images are. Overall, the AI tech-

niques model’s classification accuracy is as high as 84%, and on our dataset, 

it performs competitively with several widely used models (Squeeze - Net, 

Vgg19). Regarding the suggested approach, it can therefore be widely used to 

the daily observation of weather phenomenon photos and provides weather 

advise for environmental monitoring, agriculture, and transportation, par-

ticularly in relation to weather change and forecasting. We created a dataset 

with a complicated and interference-filled background. Each image consists 

of the object to be detected as well as other interference objects. Future study 

must therefore identify and discuss interference backgrounds. In addition, 

we are aware of the numerous weather events that affect our daily life. There-

fore, new types of weather occurrences are important to consider in future 

studies. To improve classification results and enhance the classification mod-

el, the quantity of images of each weather phenomenon can be increased. 

Because consumers can quickly access weather forecasts via their mobile 

devices, for meteorological errors draw greater attention than they did in the 
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past and undermine public faith in weather predictions. Error rates will be 

high as long as meteorological forecasts are made by humans. When people’s 

participation levels drop, errors spike, especially in unusual situations.
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